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Jonathan Schechter – “Corpus Callosum” Column
Jackson Hole News&Guide – September 8, 2010

“(In 2006, Alan Simpson returned to Washington, DC), nine years after his retirement from the Senate,
to scold Republicans for having ‘rocks for brains’ because they refused to work with Democrats. ‘In
politics,’ he said, ‘there are no right answers, only a continuing flow of compromises among groups,
resulting in a changing, cloudy and ambiguous series of public decisions where appetite and ambition
compete openly with knowledge and wisdom.’”

– Dana Milbank, Washington Post, September 5, 2010

“Sonny, sometimes you have to rise above principles.”
– Frank Lanterman (ca. 1970), dean of California’s Republican Assemblymen, counseling a
junior colleague who wanted to vote for a particular bill, but felt it was at odds with his
principles.

“(Even as the Confederate cause grew increasingly desperate, states’ rights still came first, crippling
the government’s ability to address even its most fundamental challenges)... ‘If the Confederacy falls,’
Jefferson Davis said privately, ‘there should be written on its tombstone: ‘Died of a theory.’‘”

– Jefferson Davis (ca. early 1865), as quoted in The Civil War by Ward, Burns, and Burns.

“Resolved, that it is both the part of patriotism and of duty to recognize no political principle other than
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COUNTRY, THE UNION OF THE STATES, AND THE
ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAWS...”

– The key section of the two sentence-long 1860 presidential campaign platform of the
Constitutional Union Party, the successor to America’s Whig and Know-Nothing parties.  The
Constitutional Union’s ticket of John Bell and Edward Everett finished fourth in that year’s
presidential race, and the party quickly disappeared.  However, its platform presaged by 150
years the mono-maniacal view of today’s “Tea Party.”

In February, I wrote a column in the form of a letter to President Obama.  In it, I noted that the iconic
image of the 2008 presidential election was the word “Hope” underneath a graphic version of his image.  In
the letter, I posed the question “What happened to hope?” feeling that, barely one year after he took office,
any hope he offered to America had been crushed by a combination of poor choices on his part and the
extreme obstreperousness of an obviously-implacable Republican party.

The “hope” question stemmed from my father telling me about when he was a young man in the
1950s and 1960s.  What struck me was how optimistic America seemed then, a feeling also noted by others
who lived through that time.  50 years later, we seem to be anything but optimistic.  President Obama
identified and brilliantly tapped into that concern during his 2008 campaign.  However, while the president has
secured a number of legislative victories during his short time in office, my letter was prompted by a sense
that, if anything, America is even less hopeful today than when he ran.

Instead, America’s hope seems to be have been drowned out by a tidal wave of anger and angst,
those conjoined twins who form the breeding ground for the demagoguery, sophistry, and political gridlock
commented upon by Senator Simpson, and working at far shriller levels today.

I mention all this because a few weeks ago – six months after I wrote – I received a reply to my letter
to the President.  Perhaps his letter could have been more vapid and platitudinous, but I’m not sure how. 
And given that my “what happened to hope?” question had been festering for six months, the President’s
non-reply only re-enforced my sense that any change to our lack-of-hope dynamic will have to begin at the
local level.  To that end, here are a couple of ideas which I believe offer hope.  Why?  Because they flow
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from the only principle that should really matter: supporting Wyoming and its people.

The first is an idea I proposed at the end of last year: Allow any Wyoming resident or business to buy
the same health insurance the state offers its employees.

This idea offers Wyoming four great benefits: choice, savings, support for Wyoming’s citizens and
businesses, and a boost to the state’s economy.

Choice.  Wyoming has the nation’s smallest population.  One consequence is that we have few health
insurance choices, a reality that won’t change under the new federal healthcare program.  The easiest way to
offer citizens and businesses more choice is to allow them to buy into the state’s plan: If it’s good enough for
Wyoming’s employees, it should be good enough for all Wyoming residents.

Savings.  Health insurance rates are, in part, a function of how many people are insured.  That’s why
Wyoming’s rates will never be competitive with those in larger states: whether viewed as a market or an
actuarial pool, Wyoming’s population will never be large enough to allow companies to offer truly lower rates. 
What we can do, though, is save money by growing our single biggest health insurance pool: the state
employees’ program.  Let residents and local businesses buy in, and the pool will get even bigger; as it does,
the cost per enrollee will drop.

Helping.  Nearly 1 in 4 members of Wyoming’s workers are self-employed, meaning the only health
insurance many folks can get is a super-expensive individual policy.  Perhaps coincidentally, roughly 1 in 7 of
all Wyoming residents have no health insurance at all.  By giving all Wyoming residents and businesses the
option of buying into the state employees’ plan, we’ll both reduce the number of uninsured and help the
already-insured save money.

Economic boost.  By offering Wyoming businesses a lower-cost health insurance alternative, the state
will give local businesses a chance to save money.  As they do, they’ll become more competitive.

All this seems pretty straightforward to me, as does the other hope-inducing idea: converting all of
Wyoming’s school buses and other local-use vehicles to run on Wyoming-produced liquified natural gas
(LNG).

This idea is pure genius, and full credit for it goes to Wilson resident Jim Roscoe, who represents
parts of Teton, Lincoln and Sublette counties in the Wyoming House of Representatives.  Since it’s Jim’s
idea, let’s call it the Roscoe Plan.

The concept is simple.  The easiest way to boost Wyoming’s economy is to create markets for
Wyoming products.  We’re awash in natural gas, which is superior to gasoline and diesel for powering motor
vehicles: Natural gas is cheaper, more efficient, less polluting, easier on engines, and emits fewer
greenhouse gases.  Plus, if every vehicle in America were converted to liquified natural gas, we’d save as
much oil as we currently import from the Middle East.  Plus we’d create lots of new American manufacturing
jobs.  The list of benefits goes on and on.

The challenge is to create markets for LNG vehicles.  Part of the answer lies in demonstrating that
they work, and the logistics of that are at the heart of the Roscoe Plan.  In a nutshell, Rep. Roscoe proposes
two steps: put a LNG filling station at every school district bus barn in the state of Wyoming, and then convert
all school buses to LNG.  Once that system is in place, we could convert all other government vehicles which
never leave the state (e.g. public transit buses, cop cars, and the like).  Then, after showing it can be done,
Wyoming could take the concept to other states with abundant supplies of natural gas (e.g. Louisiana and
Pennsylvania) and get them on board.  
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This idea has already been used successfully in parts of Utah, and makes even more sense in
Wyoming.  If it works half as well as Rep. Roscoe thinks it can, it could put Wyoming at the leading edge of a
movement which would benefit the state while benefitting the nation. But to get going, it needs a boost from
Wyoming’s government, which is what Rep. Roscoe proposes with his “Roscoe Plan.”

Will we in Wyoming embrace these ideas?  On their merits, there’s every reason to do so, and no real
reason not to.  But “reason” suggests logic, and in these hyper-charged, hyper-ventilated times, logic usually
falls victim to vitriol or “principles” (especially the massively hypocritical “principles” touted by our most
prominent bloviators).

But at the end of the day, these two ideas offer us a chance to embrace a principle actually worth
embracing: a government which not only represents its citizens, but helps them as well.  Frame the argument
this way, and either idea is hard to oppose.


